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This paper analyzes the dynamics of laser speckles and fringes, formed in an imaging-speckle-pattern
interferometer with the purpose of sensing linear three-dimensionalmotion and out-of-plane components
of rotation in real time, using optical spatial-filtering-velocimetry techniques. The ensemble-average de-
finition of the cross-correlation function is applied to the intensity distributions, obtained in the observa-
tion plane at two positions of the object. The theoretical analysis provides a description for the dynamics
of both the speckles and the fringes. The analysis reveals that both the magnitude and direction of all
three linear displacement components of the object movement can be determined. Simultaneously, out-of-
plane rotation of the object including the corresponding directions can be determined from the spatial
gradient of the in-plane fringe motion throughout the observation plane. The theory is confirmed by
experimental measurements. © 2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 030.6140, 120.6150, 120.6160, 070.6110, 100.2650.

1. Introduction

Speckle interferometry, combining an image of an ob-
ject with an angularly offset reference wave, is a ba-
sic configuration for, e.g., electronic-speckle-pattern
interferometry (ESPI) [1]. ESPI is a well-established
nondestructive optical measurement technique used
extensively to measure out-of-plane displacement
fields of object deformations under load. Speckle
photography [2] and digital speckle photography [3]
are well-established and theoretically well-described
[4] optical measurement techniques for measuring
in-plane displacement fields of an imaged object dur-
ing deformation or movement. Furthermore, these
two techniques have been combined simultaneously

to provide three-dimensional deformation field mea-
surements of an object with a camera [5,6].

Considering rigid objects only, a design [7] for
single-point measurements of three-dimensional mo-
tion of a rigid object has been proposed. This system
is based on shearing of free-space-propagation
speckle patterns for lateral movement and in-line
Michelson interferometer for axial movement. How-
ever, this system will not differentiate between
translation and rotation of the object. Therefore, a
design [8], based on mixing a reference wave with
a speckle field propagated through an imaging sys-
tem, has been proposed. The reference and the
speckle field mix under a well-defined angle, and
spatial-filtering velocimetry [9,10] is applied to the
image plane of the imaging-speckle interferometer.
Therefore, three-dimensional motion of a rigid object
has been extracted and measured from the image
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plane without being contaminated by a rotational
motion of the object. This may potentially be per-
formed in real time.

The in-line Michelson interferometer can be mod-
ified by angling the reference wave relative to the
optical axis of the imaging system in order to imple-
ment the imaging-speckle-pattern interferometer
[6]. The resulting phase will produce a regular fringe
pattern in the image plane. This fringe pattern will
translate through the image plane with a displace-
ment/velocity that can be related directly to the
out-of-plane displacement/velocity of the object. In
contrast to previous studies, this configuration is de-
signed for measuring out-of plane motion of a rigid
object [8] with optical spatial-filtering velocimetry
[10] having the center frequency of the spatial
bandpass filter tuned to the fringe spacing. Spatial-
filtering velocimetry can provide both the displace-
ment/velocity and the direction of the fringe pattern
in real time. With an adequately chosen point-spread
function of the imaging system, and in case the object
has an optically rough surface, speckles large enough
to enclose the regular fringes will occur in the image
of the illuminated part of the object. These speckles
will translate in the image plane when the object per-
forms an in-plane displacement or has an in-plane
velocity component [4,7]. Again, optical spatial-
filtering sensors, tuned to the mean speckle size,
can monitor the speckle motion in two dimensions,
and together with the optical spatial-filter monitor-
ing the regular fringe pattern, full three-dimensional
information of a rigid object’s motion can be obtained
simultaneously and in real time.

In case the object rotates in the object plane of an
imaging system (speckle photography), the dynamics
of the speckles will reveal no direct information
about the angular velocity of the object. However,
because there is a reference wave present in the ob-
servation plane, the phase or phase change of the in-
dividual speckles can be measured as, e.g., a local
fringe movement or fringe velocity in the observation
plane.

In order to theoretically describe the combined ef-
fects of both the fringe pattern and speckles in such a
system, we consider the ensemble-average cross-
correlation function of the intensity distributions
in the image plane that is obtained for two positions
of the object. The analytical expression will allow
us to study the dynamics of the speckles and the
fringes and their decorrelation lengths in response
to object translation and rotation. Thus, the work
presented here will address applications within
the field of real-time, compact optical sensors and
therefore pursue the possibilities of merging speckle
interferometry and optical spatial-filtering ve-
locimetry. The theoretical work is supported by
experimental work.

2. Theory

The basic setup for describing the development and
interaction of fields in the imaging-speckle-pattern

interferometer is illustrated in Fig. 1. A rigid object
with a rough surface at time t1 is illuminated with a
fundamental Gaussian (TEM00) laser field, denoted
as Ui. The in-plane coordinates of the object are
denoted by the vector r1 ¼ ðx; yÞ, while the axial posi-
tion is designated by the z coordinate, z1. We define a
rough surface as a surface having an rms surface
roughness greater than the optical wavelength,
and we illuminate a region on the object having a ra-
diuswi that is large compared to any in-plane scale of
the surface roughness. The optical field (Us) scat-
tered from the object surface is collected and propa-
gated through an imaging system to be observed at
the image plane where it is denoted as Uo. The op-
tical axis of the imaging system is aligned with
the z axis. The imaging system is described with a
complex ABCD matrix [11] and has a limiting aper-
ture in order to ensure that any scale of the surface
roughness is unresolved in the image. Thus, fully de-
veloped speckles [12] will modulate the image of the
illuminated object in the image plane. The image
plane is positioned at a distance L from the object
plane, and the intensity distribution in the image
plane is designated by the two-dimensional vector,
p ¼ ðpx; pyÞ. A second fundamental Gaussian laser
beam, incident in the image plane at an angle φ re-
lative to the z axis, is added as a reference field, Ur.
This angle can be decomposed into two orthogonal
components, φ ¼ ðφx;φyÞ. At time t2 the object is lo-
cated at r2, where r2 ¼ r1 þΔr and z2 ¼ z1 þΔz.

For definiteness, we assume that the object is at
rest at both t1 and t2 and that we have mixing be-
tween waves of equal optical wavelengths. Second,
the description of the model will initially focus on lin-
ear displacement. Allowing the object to move with a
constant velocity (vx, vy, vz) within the time interval
τ ¼ t2 − t1 creating a Doppler shift of the backscat-
tered light will provide the same result. In this
case, in the results presented below we can directly
replace Δr by vτ andΔz by vzτ, where v ¼ ðvx; vyÞ and
vz are in-plane and out-of-plane components of the
object velocity, respectively. For simplicity, the angu-
lar motions of the object are restricted to out-of-plane
angular displacements only. The out-of-plane angu-
lar displacements are described by θ ¼ ðθx; θyÞ under
the condition that ω · R ¼ 0, where ω ¼ R × θ is the
angular velocity of the object and R is the vector from
the center of rotation to the center of the object plane.
In this case, we can use the same model as speci-
fied for linear displacement by inserting a virtual

Fig. 1. Setup for describing the imaging-speckle-pattern
interferometer.
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negative lens with a focal length of f o ¼ −R=2, where
R ¼ jRj, and directly replaceΔrwithRΔθ [13]. In the
special case where the object is a cylinder, which
rotates with respect to its axis of symmetry, R is
the radius of the cylinder, RΔθ is the peripheral dis-
placement of the cylinder, and the virtual lens is a
cylinder lens, oriented parallel to the axis of symme-
try of the object.

We assume that both axial motion (Δz) and surface
elevations (Δze ¼ w2

i =R) throughout the illuminated
area of the object are small compared to both the
depth of focus (do) of the imaging system and the con-
focal parameter (2b) of the illuminating beam: Δz,
Δze ≪ do, 2b. Hence, the illumination and the image
configuration are not affected by the motion or the
shape of the illuminated part of the object.

A. Ensemble-Average Cross-Correlation Function

For a stochastic process, the ensemble-average cross-
correlation function of two intensity measurements,
obtained at two positions in the observation plane
due to light scattered from the object at time t1
and t2, can be expressed as [12]

Cðp1; p2;Δr;ΔzÞ ¼ Cðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ
¼ hIðp; t1ÞI�ðp − q; t2Þi; ð1Þ

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate
and angular brackets denote the ensemble average
over the stochastic realization of the surface-height
fluctuations of the rough surface. The two intensities
Iðp; t1Þ and Iðp − q; t2Þ denote the optical intensity
(real) at the two positions p and p − q in the image
plane at the two time events considered above, re-
spectively. The displacements, Δr and Δz, are linked
to the two time events through the Green’s function
described in Eqs. (3) and (4).

In order to use the complex field amplitudes, Uoð⋅Þ
and Urð⋅Þ, we assume that the polarization of the in-
cident field is maintained during scattering and that
the object and reference fields have identical polari-
zations in the image plane. Inserting the complex
field amplitudes into Eq. (1) yields

Cðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ ¼ hðUoðp; t1Þ þUrðpÞÞðUoðp; t1Þ
þUrðpÞÞ�ðUoðp − q; t2Þ
þUrðp − qÞÞðUoðp − q; t2Þ
þUrðp − qÞÞ�i ð2Þ

The complex field amplitude of the reference field
UrðpÞ is described locally at the image plane, while
the complex field amplitude of the object field scat-
tered off the object, Usðr; tiÞ, is propagated to the ob-
servation plane via the Green’s function,Gðr; p; zðtiÞÞ,
to yield the corresponding image plane complex am-
plitude Uoðp; tiÞ. We have

Uoðp; tiÞ ¼
Z
S
d2rUsðr; tiÞGðr; p; zðtiÞÞ; ð3Þ

where the index (i ¼ 1, 2) links ti and zi to the two
object positions under consideration and where

Gðr; p; ziÞ ¼ −
ik
2πB expð−ikðL0 þ ziÞÞ

× exp
�
−
ik
2B

ðAr2 − 2r · pþDp2Þ
�

ð4Þ

is the paraxial Green’s function for propagation of a
scalar field through an arbitrary paraxial optical sys-
tem, described by the ABCD formalism [14]. The op-
tical wavenumber is denoted by k, and L0 describes
the optical path length from object to observation.
While L is the physical distance, L0 is the optical pro-
pagation length through air and glass components.
We assume an ideal clean imaging system with
two lenses (of focal lengths f 1 and f 2) with a limiting
Gaussian aperture located in the Fourier plane and
having an e−1 transmission radius σ [11]. The as-
sumption that the imaging system is unaffected by
the object movement from time t1 to t2 ensures that
the same ABCD elements can be used for both
Green’s functions. However, the initial (L0 þ z1) and
final (L0 þ z2) optical path lengths must be inserted.

The complex field amplitude of the reflected field
at the object plane is modeled as

Usðr; tÞ ¼ UiðrÞΨðr; tÞ; ð5Þ

whereUiðrÞ is the complex field amplitude (see Fig. 1)
of light incident on the object andΨðr; tÞ is a complex
reflection coefficient of zero mean, hΨðr; tÞi ¼ 0.
However, the modulus ofΨðr; tÞ is assumed to be con-
stant and equal to unity (no absorption). The complex
reflection coefficient models the spatial phase
distortion of the scattered light as a stationary sto-
chastic process. From time t to time tþ τ, the object
moves as a rigid body by an amount of ΔrðτÞ and
accordingly Ψðr; tÞ will change in time so that
ΨðrþΔrðτÞ; tþ τÞ ¼ Ψðr; tÞ.

Following the analysis described in [13], the corre-
lation function for the complex reflection coefficient
is modeled by a Gaussian function and can be ex-
pressed as

Bψðr1; r2Þ ¼ hΨðr1; t1ÞΨ�ðr2; t2Þi

¼ 4π
k2

�
2

πr2c
exp

�
−
2jr2 − r1j2

r2c

��
; ð6Þ

where rc is a measure of the phase correlation length
of the target surface. However, in the following we
assume complete spatial incoherence (i.e., rc→0)
and find accordingly that Eq. (6) becomes

BΨðr1; r2Þ ¼
�
4π
k2

�
δðr2 − r1Þ; ð7Þ
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where δð⋅Þ is the Dirac delta function. This simpli-
fication holds for surfaces that appear matte at
illumination. However, surfaces with, e.g., regular
scratches or spatial coherent structures where rc≠0
[13] or even rc ∼wi do not fulfill the requirements
for Eq. (7).

The spatial cross-correlation function given in
Eq. (2) can be expanded and categorized into the fol-
lowing sum of product terms:

Cðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ ¼ Cooooðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ
þ Crrrrðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ
þ Coorrðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ
þ Cororðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ
þ Cooorðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ
þ Corrrðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ; ð8Þ

where the indices “o” and “r” reflect the various com-
binations of object and reference fields in the product
terms. In [15] it has been shown that a scattering
surface, which in a free-space-propagation system
can produce fields with circular symmetric com-
plex Gaussian and ergodic random variables, will
produce fields of the same statistics in an imaging-
configuration system. Therefore, the first term, con-
taining the product of four scattered fields, can be
expressed in terms of mutual second-order field
correlations [12]:

Cooooðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ
¼ jhUoðp; t1ÞU�

oðp − q; t2Þij2
þ hIoðp; t1ÞihIoðp − q; t2Þi; ð9Þ

where the intensity of the object field is denoted as
Ioð⋅Þ ¼ Uoð⋅ÞU�

oð⋅Þ. Inserting Eqs. (3) and (5) into
Eq. (9) and changing the order of integration yields

Cooooðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ

¼
����
ZZ

Sr

d2r1d2r2½hΨðr1; t1ÞΨ�ðr2; t2Þi

×Uiðr1ÞGðr1; p; z1ÞU�
i ðr2ÞG�ðr2; p − q; z2Þ�

����2
þ
ZZ

Sr

d2r1d2r01½hΨðr1; t1ÞΨ�ðr01; t1Þi

×Uiðr1ÞGðr1; p; z1ÞU�
i ðr01ÞG�ðr01; p; z1Þ�

×
ZZ

Sr

d2r2d2r02½hΨðr2; t2ÞΨ�ðr02; t2Þi

×Uiðr2ÞGðr2; p − q; z2ÞU�
i ðr02Þ

×G�ðr02; p − q; z2Þ�: ð10Þ

As we assume complete spatial incoherence (i.e.,
rc→0), Eq. (7) dictates that the only nonzero contri-
bution to the integration is obtained for r2 ¼ r1 þΔr,

where Δr is the in-plane displacement of the object
from t1 to t2. Thus, we obtain

Cooooðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ

¼
�
4π
k2

�
2
����
Z

∞

−∞

d2rUiðrÞGðr; p; z1ÞU�
i ðrþΔrÞG�ðr

þΔr; p − q; z1 þΔzÞ
����2

þ
Z

∞

−∞

drIiðrÞGðr; p; z1ÞG�ðr; p; z1Þ

×
Z

∞

−∞

drIiðrþΔrÞGðrþΔr; p − q; z2ÞG�ðr

þΔr; p − q; z2Þ: ð11Þ

The reference wave field is independent of the en-
semble of surfaces and the position of the object;
thus, the term containing the product of four refer-
ence fields is deterministic, i.e.,

Crrrrðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ ¼ IrðpÞIrðp − qÞ; ð12Þ

where the intensity of the reference wave is denoted
as Irð⋅Þ ¼ Urð⋅ÞU�

rð⋅Þ. The four terms of the spatial
cross-correlation function, containing products of
two object fields and two reference fields, have been
divided into the following two groups:

Cororðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ
¼ U�

rðpÞU�
rðp − qÞhUoðp; t1ÞUoðp − q; t2Þi þ cc

þU�
rðpÞUrðp − qÞhUoðp; t1Þ

×U�
oðp − q; t2Þi þ cc; ð13Þ

Coorrðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ ¼ Irðp − qÞhIoðp; t1Þi
þ IrðpÞhIoðp − q; t2Þi: ð14Þ

The first term of Cororðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ on the right-
hand side of Eq. (13) is a product of fields, where
the individual fields do not appear together with
their corresponding complex conjugate fields, and
thus the product becomes equal to zero upon integra-
tion. For the second term ofCororðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ and
its complex conjugate, we substitute Eqs. (3) and (5)
into the expression, change the order of integration,
use Eq. (7), and obtain

Cororðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ

¼
�
4π
k2

�
U�

rðpÞUrðp − qÞ
Z

∞

−∞

d2rUiðrÞGðr; p; z1Þ

×U�
i ðrþΔrÞG�ðrþΔr; p − q; z1 þΔzÞ

þ cc: ð15Þ

Again, substituting Eqs. (3) and (5) into Eq. (14),
changing the order of integration, and using
Eq. (7), we obtain
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Coorrðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ

¼
�
4π
k2

�
Irðp − qÞ

Z
∞

−∞

d2rIiðrÞGðr; p; z1ÞG�ðr; p; z1Þ

þ
�
4π
k2

�
IrðpÞ

Z
∞

−∞

d2rIiðrþΔrÞ

×GðrþΔr; p − q; z2ÞG�ðrþΔr; p − q; z2Þ: ð16Þ

Further, all product combinations containing only a
single object or reference field become zero upon in-
tegration.

The optical field incident on the object surface is
assumed to be a plane wave with a Gaussian distrib-
uted field propagating along the optical axis of the
system:

UiðrÞ ¼ Ei exp
�
−
jrj2
w2

i

�
; ð17Þ

where the phase in the object plane is assumed equal
to zero. At the object surface (at z ¼ 0), the amplitude
of the field is Ei, and the profile radius is wi. The op-
tical reference field incident at the observation plane
is also a plane wave with a Gaussian distributed
field:

UrðpÞ ¼ Er exp
�
−
jpj2
w2

r
þ ikφ · p

�
: ð18Þ

The phase of the field is set equal to zero at the origin
of the observation plane. At the observation plane,
the amplitude of the reference field isEr, and the pro-
file radius is wr.

1. Speckle and Fringe Dynamics for a Linearly
Displaced Object

In order to measure linear translation of the object,
we insert into Eq. (4) the ABCD matrix elements,
specifying a clean imaging system: A ¼ −f 2=f 1,
B ¼ −2if 1f 2=ðkσ2Þ, D ¼ −f 1=f 2. Then, inserting z1,
z2, Eqs. (4), (17), and (18) into Eqs. (11), (12), (15),
and (16) and carrying out the resulting Gaussian in-
tegrations, we find the following nonzero correlation
terms. Specifically, for the object fields only we find

Cooooðp;pþq;Δr;ΔzÞ

¼ 16E4
i

k4ρ4
�
1þ f 21

f 22

ρ2
2w2

i

�
2×exp

�
−
2jjpj2þjpþqj2j

ρ2
2 þ

f 22
f 21
w2

i

�

×

0
BBB@1þexp

0
B@−

2
���qþ�f 2f 1þ 4f 1f 2

k2σ2w2
i

�
Δr
���2

ρ2
�
1þ 4f 21

k2σ2w2
i

�
1
CA
1
CCCA; ð19aÞ

where ρ ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
2

p
f 2=ðkσÞ is the mean e−2 speckle radius.

As in [13], the last exponential function in Eq. (19a)

describes the speckle translation due to in-plane dis-
placement of the object, while the first exponential
function depicts the relation between the image in-
tensity and the correlation function. The peak value
of the correlation function depends on the image
intensity via the positions of the two points to be
correlated (p and pþ q). The corresponding contribu-
tion, for the reference fields only, is given as

Crrrrðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ

¼ E4
r exp

�
−
2ðjpj2 þ jpþ qj2Þ

w2
r

�
: ð19bÞ

Further, the cross terms Coorrðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ and
Cororðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ are given as

Coorrðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ

¼ 4E2
i E

2
r

k2ρ2
�
1þ f 21

f 22

ρ2
2w2

i

�
2
× exp

 
−

 
2

w2
r
þ 2

ρ2
2 þ f 22

f 21
w2

i

!

× jpj2
!

×
�
exp

�
−

2

w2
r
ð2p · qþ jqj2Þ

�

þ exp
�
−
2ð2p · qþ jqj2Þ

ρ2
2 þ f 22

f 21
w2

i

�!
; ð19cÞ

Cororðp; pþ q;Δr;ΔzÞ

¼ 4E2
i E

2
r

k2ρ2
�
1þ f 21

f 22

ρ2
2w2

i

� × cosðkð2Δzþ φ · qÞÞ

× exp

0
B@−

���qþ
�

f 22
f 21
þ 4f 1f 2

k2σ2w2
i

�
Δr
���2

ρ2
�
1þ 4f 21

k2σ2w2
i

�
1
CA

× exp

0
@−

 
1

w2
r
þ 1

ρ2
2 þ f 22

f 21
w2

i

!

× ðjpj2 þ jpþ qj2Þ
1
A: ð19dÞ

Equations (19b) and (19c) are independent of the
displacement Δr and therefore of no interest for
the present discussion. The speckle dynamics in
Eq. (19d) is similar to Eq. (19a), except for the influ-
ence of the width of the reference beam wr in the im-
age-intensity-related correlation term. However, the
additional cosine function describes a uniform fringe
structure modulating the speckles with a fringe spa-
cing (Λf r ¼ λ=jφj) and fringe orientation defined by
the angle (φ) between the object and reference waves.
Moreover, the fringes will shift uniformly in the
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observation plane as the object is displaced out of
plane, and the fringes will move in a direction that
depends on the direction of the out-of-plane motion
of the object.

The individual speckles define areas of coherence
and constructive interference in the observation
plane. Therefore, the phases of the fringe patterns
in different speckles are completely uncorrelated.
Further, as the speckles decorrelate, the fringes will
decorrelate as well.

2. Speckle and Fringe Dynamics for an Angular
Displaced Object

In order to measure angular velocity, we insert into
Eq. (4) the ABCDmatrix elements, specifying a clean
imaging system with the virtual lens emulating the
angle of rotation located in the object plane: A ¼
−f 2=f 1 − 4if 1f 2=ðRkσ2Þ, B ¼ −2if 1f 2=ðkσ2Þ, D ¼ −f 1=
f 2. We replaceΔrwith RΔθ and insert z1, z2, Eqs. (4),
(17), and (18) into Eqs. (11), (12), (15), and (16) and
carry out the resulting Gaussian integrations. Final-
ly, we find the following two correlation terms, which
have been changed due to introducing the virtual
lens:

Cooooðp; pþ q;Δθ;ΔzÞ

¼ 16E4
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Again, the first exponential function describes the
image-intensity-related correlation term. The second
exponential function describes the decorrelation of
the speckle pattern. The last exponential function
in Eq. (20a) describes the speckle translation due
to out-of-plane rotation of the object. However, in
accordance with the literature [13], the speckle dy-
namics does not measure the angular velocity; it
merely measures the peripheral velocity of the ob-
ject, which is proportional to R.

The decorrelation arises as the object rotates and
as the corresponding objective speckles, to be ob-
served in front of the imaging system, rotate as a
three-dimensional (3D) structure. As a 3D speckle
structure rotates jΔθj through the numerical aper-
ture (σ=f 1) at the entrance of the imaging system, in-
cluding a diffractive contribution [2=ðkwiÞ], the
speckle pattern observed in the image plane changes
gradually. As a 3D structure sweeps through the en-

tire numerical aperture, the speckle pattern decorr-
elates completely.

Specifically, when comparing the decorrelation
term with the minimum measurable angular dis-
placement (Δθmin), defined as the angular shift that
shifts the speckle pattern by a single speckle radius
Δθmin ¼ ρ=R, we find R2 ¼ d2

o , where the focal depth
(do) is defined as 4f 21=ðkσ2Þ. In case ofR ≪ d2

o, the dec-
orrelation of the speckle patterns due to object rota-
tion will be so severe that the speckle correlation
cannot resolve any speckle shift due to the peripheral
velocity. Therefore, any measured shift in the speckle
pattern is caused by linear in-plane translation of the
object.

The cross term Cororðp; pþ q;Δθ;ΔzÞ is given as
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The speckle dynamics in Eq. (20b) is equivalent to
Eq. (20a) except for the influence of the width of
the reference beam wr in the image-intensity-related
correlation term. However, the cosine function, de-
scribing the fringe structure, now contains a second
term, which dictates a phase shift with a spatial gra-
dient with regard to p and as a function of the angu-
lar velocity Δθ—not the peripheral velocity.

For a more detailed discussion, we assume that the
plane of incidence is parallel with the xz plane,
φ ¼ ðφx; 0Þ, jMj ¼ jf 2=f 1j ≫ σ=ð2wiÞ, Mwi ¼ wr and
that jφxj ≫ jΔθx=Mj. This means that the fringe in-
tensity varies along the x axis. In Fig. 2, the corre-
sponding correlation function illustrates the main
contributions: the Gaussian background with an
e−2 radius of Mwi is the sum of the individual corre-
lation functions of the image of the illuminated re-
gion on the object [Eq. (20a)], the reference beam
[Eq. (19b)], and the corresponding cross terms
[Eq. (19c)]. The oscillations are due to the correlation
function of the fringe patterns [Eq. (20b)]. In this
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case, the mean speckle contains 2ρφx=λ ¼ 4:5 fringes.
The Gaussian pedestal located just underneath the
oscillations, having a radius of 0:1 ×Mwi, is the
correlation function of the speckles [Eq. (20a)]. The
dynamics of the fringes are described as the dis-
placement in the correlation plane of a given phase
of the cosine function. Thus, the corresponding rela-
tion between qx, Δz, and Δθ is obtained by requiring
that the argument of the cosine function is kept at a
constant value during the time interval from t1 to t2.

In case the object undergoes an out-of-plane rota-
tion with respect to the y axis, Δθ ¼ ðΔθx; 0Þ, we find
that the fringe patterns move along the px direction,
according to

qx ¼ −
2
φx

�
ΔzþΔθxpx

M

�
; ð21Þ

while the fringe patterns carry out no displacement
along the py direction. The response of the fringe mo-
tion qx to object rotation Δθx is independent of R and
increases linearly with the distance px. Within the
criterion of jφxj ≫ jΔθx=Mj, the fringe spacing is con-
stant throughout the entire image. As discussed after
Eq. (20b), the decorrelation term restricts the maxi-
mum angular displacement (Δθx) to the numerical
aperture (σ=f 1) at the entrance of the imaging sys-
tem. Thus, as the speckle size relates to the same
numerical aperture given the magnification (f 2=f 1),
speckles will decorrelate during the angular dis-
placement in case the variations in fringe displace-
ment throughout the individual speckles become
comparable with half the fringe spacing. Measuring
the displacement of the fringes at two arbitrary posi-
tions in the observation plane, though with a mutual
distance of dp, the angular displacement Δθx can be
found independent of Δz and the center of rotation:

Δθx ¼
φxM
2dp

ðqx2 − qx1Þ; ð22Þ

In case the object moves simultaneously along the z
axis and the center of rotation is unknown, the actual
px position of the center of rotation must be deter-

mined in order to measure the correct value of Δz.
This issue is discussed in more detail in Section 4.
The fringe spacing is uniform throughout the obser-
vation plane and defined by Λfr ¼ λ=φx. However, in
case the criterion of jφxj ≫ jΔθx=Mj is not fulfilled,
there will be a minor change to the fringe spacing,
which depends on the angular displacement. Accord-
ingly, the fringe spacing will beΛfr ¼ λ=ðφx þΔθ=MÞ.

In case the object carries out an out-of-plane rota-
tion with respect to the x axis, Δθ ¼ ð0;ΔθyÞ, the
fringe intensity will still vary uniformly along the
px axis. Again, the fringe patterns move in the px
direction, while now there is a gradient in fringe
movement with respect to the py position:

qx ¼ −
2Δθy
φxM

py: ð23Þ

The response of the fringe motion qx to object rota-
tion Δθy is independent of R and increases linearly
with the distance py. Again, the variation in fringe
displacement along the y axis throughout a speckle
is restricted by the speckle decorrelation. Further,
the displacement of the fringes can be measured at
two arbitrary positions in the observation plane,
though with a mutual distance of dp, and the angular
displacement Δθy can be found as

Δθy ¼
φxM
2dp

ðqy2 − qy1Þ: ð24Þ

In case the object moves simultaneously along the z
axis and the center of rotation is unknown, the actual
y position of the center of rotation must be deter-
mined in order to measure the correct value of Δz.
More details can be found in Section 4.

B. Optical Spatial-Filtering Velocimetry

The technology of optical spatial-filter velocimetry
[10] is applied to the intensity distribution in the ob-
servation plane in order to extract and track any
movement of the speckles and the fringes individu-
ally and instantaneously. However, it is necessary
to distinguish between speckle correlation and opti-
cal spatial filtering. Doing speckle correlation as de-
scribed in Subsection 2.A, a spatial displacement of q
of an intensity structure during two image acquisi-
tions is measured. Applying optical spatial-filtering
velocimetry, an intensity variation is obtained as a
selected spatial frequency component in the inten-
sity distribution travels across the filter located at
a fixed position in the observation plane (q ¼ 0). In
the same limit as Eq. (21), the phase shift Δϕ of
the cosine function can be written as

ΔϕðΔθxÞ ¼ 2k

�
ΔzþΔθxpx

M

�
: ð25Þ

Therefore, in the limit of jφxj ≫ jΔθx=Mj, the two
measurement techniques differ only by a proportion-
ality factor given as qx=Δφ ¼ Λfr=ð2πÞ. In the limit of

Fig. 2. Ensemble-averaged correlation function plotted versus qx
in units of Mwi.
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jφxj ∼ jΔθx=Mj, the proportionality factor deviates
with the angular displacement dependent term; how-
ever, with regard to the signal-phase shift, Eq. (25)
still holds because qx ¼ 0. In case wemeasure motion
(Δqx=Δt) of the fringes rather than displacement and
signal frequency (2πf s ¼ Δϕ=Δt) rather than signal-
phase shift, we have

f s ¼
2
λ

�
vz þ

Δθx
Δt

px

M

�
¼ 1

Λfr

Δqx
Δt

: ð26Þ

Therefore, in the following we assume that the fringe
spacing Λfr ¼ λ=φx is a well-calibrated constant.

In principle, a filter dedicated for optical spatial-
filtering velocimetry responds to the presence of a
narrow spatial frequency component and produces
one or several photocurrents iθðsÞ at mutually differ-
ent phase steps, indicated by the index, θ. Say that
the addressed optical structure shifts along the px
axis of the observation plane by a distance of sx ac-
cording to object movement: then the photocurrents
oscillate through a phase change proportional to sx.
The response of such a photocurrent iθðsÞ can be de-
scribed as a function of the displacement s of the ad-
dressed optical structure relative to the spatial filter:

iθðsÞ ¼
Z

∞

−∞

d2pIðp − sÞhθðpÞ: ð27Þ

The response function of the spatial filter is hθðsÞ,
where s might be a function of time. With infinite in-
tegration limits, we let the response function or the
image intensity define the physical size of the spatial
filter. The spatial power spectrum of the photocur-
rent is given by PiðξÞ ¼ P1ðξÞHðξÞ, where PIðξÞ is
the spatial power spectrum of the optical intensity
distribution, IðpÞ, andHðξÞ is the spatial power spec-
trum of the transmission function.

An optical spatial filter with a rectangular-
weighted, linear rectangular-array transmission

function [16] can be implemented as a comb array
consisting of N equally weighted unit cells. The spa-
cing between the unit cells in the array is labeled as
Λi, where the index (i ¼ x; y; z) indicates the compo-
nent of displacement to be measured. The number
(N) of unit cells and the spacing (Λi) between the unit
cells determines the selectivity and the spatial center
frequency of the filter, respectively. The unit cell con-
tains four rectangular photodetectors with dimen-
sions of w × L ¼ ðΛi=4Þ × L, having rectangular
transmission functions. The corresponding unit cell,
illustrated in Fig. 3, produces two differential photo-
currents, having a phase lag of π=2. The differential
photocurrents are i1ðsÞ ¼ i0ðsÞ − iπðsÞ and i2ðsÞ ¼
iπ=2ðsÞ − i3π=2ðsÞ.

The corresponding spatial power spectrum HðξÞ
for the transmission function [16] of the spatial filter
producing each of the differential photocurrents
becomes

HðξÞ ¼ ð2ξ0NΛiwÞ2
	X∞

n¼−∞

δðξ − ð2nþ 1Þξ0Þ

× sinc2ðwξÞ



⊗ sinc2ðNΛiξÞ; ð28Þ

where N is the number of unit cells within the trun-
cated transmission function (i.e., the length of the
spatial filter is NΛi), ξ0 ¼ 1=Λi is the fundamental
spatial frequency of the filter, and⊗ indicates convo-
lution. Equation (28) considers one dimension only;
thus, the influence of height L of the unit cell is
not included. The power spectrum is plotted for
N ¼ 9, 65, and 3 in Figs. 4–6, respectively. The power
spectrum contains no information about the indivi-
dual phases of the spatial filter; thus Eq. (28) is iden-
tical for both parts of the spatial filter producing the

Fig. 3. Four detectors define a single unit cell from a spatial
bandpass filter with N unit cells. The four detectors provide
two differential signals with a phase lag of π=2.

Fig. 4. Spatial power spectrum [Eq. (28)] of a spatial filter de-
signed to respond to the presence of speckles. The spatial filter
is designed with a moderate selectivity, defined byN ¼ 9 unit cells
in the array. The unit of the spatial frequency is 1=Λx=y. The fun-
damental frequency of the spatial filter is designed to coincide with
the spectral content of the speckles (dashed line). The logarithmic
scales for the two power spectra are equivalent. However, the
absolute magnitudes are arbitrary.
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two differential signals, i1ðsÞ and i2ðsÞ. Alternatively,
the two differential photocurrents with a phase lag of
π=2 can be implemented with three detectors [17],
and optical spatial filters with better suppression
of all the harmonics can be found in, e.g., [10].

In case of linear translation of the object in 3D,
Eqs. (19a) and (19d) predict that the fringe spacing
is uniform throughout the observation plane and
that the displacement of the fringes or the speckles
in response to object motion is uniform as well.
Therefore, an optical spatial filter with a relatively
high selectivity (N ¼ 8–100) applied to this type of
fringe and speckle dynamics can provide measure-
ments with high accuracy. The selectivity increases
with the number of unit cells in the array [10]. Never-
theless, the maximum selectivity of the photocurrent

is limited by the decorrelation length of the speckles.
The ensemble-average power spectrum of the in-
tensity distribution PIðξÞ can be determined as the
inverse Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function in Fig. 2 and is illustrated as the solid line
in Fig. 4. The narrow Gaussian contribution at the
top and centered at ξ ¼ 0 consists of the spectra of
the image of the illumination spot and the reference
beam. The broad Gaussian contribution below and
centered at ξ ¼ 0 is the speckle spectrum, and the
two satellite peaks centered at ξ ¼ �6 arise from
the fringe pattern. Further, the dashed line in Fig. 4
illustrates the power spectrum,HðξÞ, for a spatial fil-
ter, designed to track the uniform displacement of
the speckle pattern. Letting the image intensity de-
fine the relevant size of the spatial filter, we design a
spatial filter with, e.g., a moderate selectivity with
N ¼ 9 unit cells (2Mwi ¼ 9Λx=y). The power spectrum
is determined from Eq. (28), where the differential
arrangement suppresses any even harmonics [16]
in the photocurrent. As mentioned for Eq. (27), the
power spectrum of the photocurrent [PiðξÞ] is defined
as the product of the two spectra [PIðξÞHðξÞ]. There-
fore, Fig. 4 illustrates how the fundamental frequen-
cies (�1=Λx=y) of the spatial filter have to coincide
with a significant spatial frequency contribution
within the speckle spectrum to ensure sufficient sig-
nal level. At the same time, the higher harmonics of
the spatial filter should preferably be located beyond
the spectral contents of the speckles to provide a suf-
ficient suppression of their influence. As illustrated
in Fig. 4, the second harmonic of the spatial filter
is designed to coincide with the e−2 radius of the
Gaussian speckle spectrum in order to suppress
the higher harmonics. The corresponding criterion
for the spatial filter can be written as

Λx=y ¼ 3
ffiffiffi
2

p λf 2
σ : ð29Þ

Figure 5 illustrates the power spectrum for a spa-
tial filter designed for tracking the uniform displace-
ment of the fringe patterns. The fringe spacing is the
smallest structure; thus, the spatial filter is designed
with a high selectivity (N ¼ 65). In this case, the
higher harmonics of this spatial filter are irrelevant
for the filter response to fringes because the relative
width of spectral contents of the fringe patterns is
relatively narrow. The criterion for this spatial filter
can be written as

Λz ¼ Λfr ¼
λ
jφj : ð30Þ

This behavior of speckles and fringes is numeri-
cally and experimentally documented in [8] in full
agreement with Eq. (19d). Linear translations of
an object in three dimensions, including directions,
are measured by using two orthogonal spatial filters
responding to the speckles and one spatial filter re-
sponding to the fringe patterns. The three velocity

Fig. 5. Spatial power spectrum [Eq. (28)] of a spatial filter
designed to respond to the presence of fringes. The spatial filter
is designed with a high selectivity, defined by N ¼ 65 unit cells
in the array. The unit of the spatial frequency is 1=Λz. The funda-
mental frequency of the spatial filter is designed to coincide with
the spectral content of the fringe patterns (dashed line). The loga-
rithmic scales for the two power spectra are equivalent. However,
their absolute magnitudes are arbitrary.

Fig. 6. Spatial power spectrum [Eq. (28)] of a spatial filter de-
signed to respond to the presence of fringes. The spatial filter is
designed with a very low selectivity, defined by N ¼ 3 unit cells
in the array. The unit of the spatial frequency is 1=Λx=y. The fun-
damental frequency of the spatial filter is designed to coincide with
the spectral content of the fringe patterns (dashed line); see
Eq. (30). The logarithmic scales for the two power spectra are
equivalent. However, their absolute magnitudes are arbitrary.
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components are measured with an uncertainty of
less than �1%. Figure 4 illustrates that the fifth
and seventh harmonics of the spatial filter, respond-
ing on the speckle patterns, do overlap with the
spatial frequency band of the fringe patterns, and
therefore cross talk from fringe motions could possi-
bly contaminate the measurements of speckle mo-
tion. This is demonstrated numerically in [8], with
a similar setup. However, as it is demonstrated, by
choosing a φ ¼ ðφx;φyÞ where jφxj ¼ jφyj, a complete
suppression of any cross talk betweenmeasurements
on fringes and speckles is obtained.

In the case of measuring angular velocity [Eq. (22)
or Eq. (24)], the fringe spacing is uniform throughout
the observation plane and independent of angular
velocity. However, the signal-phase shift (Δϕ) given
a certain angular shift Δθx varies proportional to
the position px of the filter in the observation plane.
Even when addressing the two halves of the observa-
tion plane with two separate spatial filters, a spatial
filter with a relatively large number (N) of unit cells
will broaden the relative spectral width significantly
and accordingly reduce the accuracy of this measure-
ment. Instead, a small number of unit cells (N ¼ 1–8)
will optimize this specific measurement. In Fig. 6,
the corresponding spatial power spectrum of a spa-
tial filter is illustrated for N ¼ 3. The criterion for
this spatial filter is given in Eq. (30). Nevertheless,
because the fringe intensity is a sinusoidal intensity
distribution, even a single unit cell provides a quasi-
sinusoidal photocurrent in response to a constant
fringe velocity. Further, the differential measure-
ment used in Eq. (22) to determine the angular shift
Δθx independent of the center of rotation of the object
will be carried out by two spatial filters that are se-
parated by a distance dp in the observation plane.

3. Experiments and Results

The setup is illustrated in Fig. 7. A linearly polarized
He–Ne laser emits light at a wavelength of 633nm.
With a beam expander, the laser light is collimated to
give a beam with a radius (e−2) of approximately
1mm and a confocal parameter of 2b ¼ 10m. The ex-
panded beam is split in two by a nonpolarizing beam
splitter (BS). The first beam is directed toward the

object to illuminate a region on its surface. The illu-
minated surface region is imaged onto the observa-
tion plane by a clean imaging system consisting of
two lenses f 1 ¼ f 2 ¼ 250mm (jMj ¼ 1:0) and an ad-
justable aperture located in the focal plane shared
by the two lenses. In the experiment, the amplitude
transmission function of the aperture is a hard circu-
lar aperture with a radius of σ ¼ 0:75mm. For conve-
nience the theory is based on a Gaussian aperture.
Using a hard aperture will affect the spatial shape
of the speckles [12] in the observation plane; thus,
the theoretical and experimental speckle size will
differ. However, the dynamics the speckle and fringes
will not be altered by the shape of the aperture. The
depth of focus of the given imaging system is approxi-
mately do ¼ 45mm. The second beam establishes the
reference wave and is directed toward the observa-
tion plane, where it coincides with the image of the
object under an angle of φ ¼ ð0:0171 rad; 0:0 radÞ re-
lative to the optical axis of the imaging system. The
experiment obtains data from three cylindrical
objects with radii of R ¼ 3:0, 4.0, and 5:0mm. The
objects are made of aluminum, and their surfaces
have a matte finish. Therefore, the object surfaces
fulfill the assumption of Eq. (7) and produce fully
developed speckles in the observation plane.

The objects are mounted on a rotational stage. The
axes of symmetry of the cylindrical objects are ad-
justed to coincide with the axis of rotation of the
rotational stage. Three different angular velocities
have been calibrated for this experiment: Δθx1=Δt ¼
1:28 × 10−3 rad=s, Δθx2=Δt ¼ 1:89 × 10−3 rad=s, and
Δθx3=Δt ¼ 2:49 × 10−3 rad=s with a standard devia-
tion of �0:5%. Note that the angular displacement
of the object is parallel with the plane of incidence
defined by the optical axis and reference beam.
Therefore, the angular displacement of the object
and the corresponding fringe displacement will vary
in the px direction [Eq. (22)]). A complementary me-
tal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera is located in
the observation plane and has an array of Nr×Nc ¼
256 × 256 pixels with center spacings of
10:6 μm×10:6 μm. The CMOS camera acquires 200–
300 sequential images with a well-defined frame rate
of 17:6�0:1 frames=s, which provides an uncertainty

Fig. 7. (Color online) Schematic of the setup for obtaining the experimental data. HeNe, laser; BS, nonpolarizing beam splitters; f 1 and f 2,
lenses of the imaging system; σ, circular aperture; CMOS, CMOS camera; R, radius of the object. The object rotates with an angular
velocity of ω ¼ Δθx=Δt.
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of less than 1%. Therefore, the images are acquired
with angular differential steps of three different
sizes: Δθx1 ¼ 7:26 × 10−5 rad=frame, Δθx2 ¼ 1:07×
10−4 rad=frame, and Δθx3 ¼ 1:41 × 10−4 rad=frame,
dependent on the respective angular speed. Note
that all the images are obtained during a total angu-
lar displacement of less than 1% of a revolution of the
objects. The sequences of images are stored for later
processing. The recording and postprocessing of
images are designed into the experiment merely
to simulate optical spatial filtering and demonstrate
the principle of the proposed technique. As men-
tioned earlier, the proposed technique includes
optical spatial-filtering velocimetry for real-time
measuring of angular displacement or velocity.

During the postprocessing, the images are multi-
plied one by one, pixel by pixel with a set of masks
that implements the required phase-stepped photo-
currents of the spatial filter under consideration
[10]. In the image obtained at a displacement of s,
the photocurrent is;r;c is obtained due to light incident
upon the pixel indexed by row r and column c. The
mask contains a transmittance value αϕ;r;c for each
individual pixel in the image. During processing of
an image sequence, the corresponding photocurrent
iϕðsÞ is determined as:

iϕðsÞ ¼
XNu

c¼1

XNL

r¼1

αϕ;r;cis;r;c: ð31Þ

Figure 8 illustrates a small fraction of a mask imple-
menting a spatial filter with a rectangular-weighted,
linear rectangular-array transmission function with
its phase labeled by ϕ. A single unit cell is encapsu-
lated by the thick black frame, and in this case the
unit cell is implemented as a submask with an area
of Nu×NL pixels, where Nu and NL simulate the dif-
ferent detectors in the unit cell and their common
height, respectively. In this case, each column repre-
sents one detector; thus, Nu ¼ 4. The unit cell is
taken out of a linear array of N equivalent unit
cells. The physical spacing between the unit cells
is Λm ¼ Nu×10:6 μm, wm ¼ 10:6 μm is the width of

the individual rectangular elements in the unit cells,
and Lm ¼ NL×10:6 μm is the height of the unit cell. In
the experiment, the number of unit cells and height
of the unit cell will vary depending on the applica-
tion. The individual transmittances are illustrated
in Fig. 8. A second mask, which can produce the
phase-shifted photocurrent iϕþπ=2ðsÞ, is implemented
by shifting the transmittances of the first mask one
column left or right.

The two differential photocurrents, i1 ¼ iϕðsÞ and
i2 ¼ iϕþπ=2ðsÞ, introduced in Subsection 2.B, are pro-
duced directly with these masks. Because the frame
rate of the camera is well defined, the two differential
photocurrents are listed in the same chronological or-
der as the corresponding images in order to produce
sets of time records. Figure 9 illustrates a set of time
records of the two photocurrents obtained with a
sampling rate of 17:6S=s. Clearly, the two photocur-
rents are two similar quasi-sinusoidal signals in mu-
tual phase quadrature. The signal frequency (f s) is
determined by calculating the power spectra of the
time records and finally applying a peak-finding al-
gorithm to the power spectra. The signal frequency is
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Fig. 9. The two time records illustrate the two constructed differential photocurrents, i1 and i2, as quasi-sinusoidal functions of time. The
two photocurrents have a mutual phase lag of approximately π=2.

Fig. 8. A small fraction of the transmittance mask illustrates a
unit cell, being a part of a spatial filter, producing the photocurrent
iϕðsÞ when processing a sequence of images. A second mask, which
produces the photocurrent iϕþπ=2ðsÞ in phase quadrature with iϕðsÞ,
is equivalent to the first mask but shifted one column.
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expected to be proportional to the horizontal position
in the observation plane. Thus, the spatial average
signal frequency measured by the spatial filter is as-
sumed to represent the displacement at the center of
the spatial filter. As the images progress with the
maximum angular displacement rate of Δθx3, the re-
lative deviation in the fringe spacing due to the term
Δθx3=ðMφxÞ is predicted to be of the order of 1.0% of
the fringe spacing at Δθx ¼ 0. Thus, we assume that
the proportionality factor [qx=Δϕ ¼ 1=ðkφxÞ)] be-
tween fringe displacement and signal-phase shift
is independent of the angular displacement through-
out these experiments.

The image in Fig. 10 illustrates the regular fringes
and the random speckles obtained from the object
with a radius of 5:0mm. The speckle radius is
ρ ¼ 95 μm, and the fringe spacing is estimated from
a power spectrum of the image to be λfr ¼ 37:0 μm;
thus, the mean speckle contains 2ρ=Λfr ¼ 5:1 fringes.
This is approximately the same number of fringes
per mean speckle as presented in Fig. 2. Thus, ac-
cording to Figs. 4–6, the spectral contents of speckles
and fringes are well separated, and any cross talk
from the speckles dynamics in the fringe signal will
be well suppressed. The angular displacement of the
object per frame is of Δθx1 ¼ 7:26 × 10−5 rad=frame.
As discussed after Eqs. (20a) and (20b), an important
limit was defined by the criterion of R2

≪ d2
o, where

speckle boiling dominates any speckle translation in
response of the peripheral velocity of the object. As
do ¼ 45mm compared to R ¼ 5:0mm, the criterion
indicates that Eqs. (20a) and (20b) are well within
the limit, and accordingly we observe/measure no
speckle translation in any of the image sequences.
Therefore, in case we observe a translation of the
speckles with an optical spatial filter, the measure-
ment will contain no information about the angular
displacement of the object.

The displacement rate of the fringes throughout
the observation plane is measured by probing the in-
tensity in the observation plane with a spatial filter
using the following parameters: N ¼ 8 unit cells and
Lm ¼ 32×10:6 μm. Thus, the total area of the spatial
filter is 32 × 32 pixels, and the filter is scanned by
8 × 8 steps in order to measure throughout the entire
frame. As the center frequency of the spatial filter
is specified by a pitch of the unit cells of Λm ¼
4×10:6 μm ¼ 42:4 μm (≠Λfr), the spatial filter does
not match the fringe spacing exactly. Unfortunately,
the angle of incidence of the reference field was not
correctly aligned during the experiments. Therefore,
neither the signal level nor the mutual phase lag are
optimized for the experiments. However, the levels of
phase lag and signal are still sufficient for determin-
ing both the sign of the lag and demonstrating the
principle of the proposed technology. The signal fre-
quencies have been plotted as the corresponding
fringe-displacement rates in a vector map, and the
vector map has been printed superimposed on the
image in Fig. 10. As we expect from Eq. (21), the local
horizontal signal frequency [f s;xðpxÞ ¼ f s;xðpx;pyÞ] for
the spatial filter is proportional to the horizontal cen-
ter position px of the spatial filter in the observation
plane. Vertically, the signal frequency [f s;yðpx;pyÞ] is
less than the measurement uncertainty at any posi-
tion. Note that the center of rotation does not coin-
cide exactly with the origin of the image. Further,
the measurements in the corner of the vector map
fail due to the lack of image intensity, as expected
from the image-intensity-related correlation term
in Eqs. (20a) and (20b).

The influence of the number of unit cells in the spa-
tial filter when probing the local fringe displacement
rate has been investigated for four different values:
N ¼ 1, 2, 4, and 8 unit cells. The height of the spatial
filters is Lm ¼ 256×10:6 μm, and the angular velocity
of the object is Δθx1=Δt ¼ 1:28 × 10−3 rad=s. Clearly,
by increasing the number of unit cells from N ¼ 1 to
N ¼ 2, the selectivity of the filter increases, and the
relative spectral width in the power spectra of the
signal decreases. However, for N > 2 the relative
spectral width increases due to the increasing range
in the phase rates of the fringes as the physical ex-
tent of the spatial filter increases with the number of
unit cells. Therefore, we select the spatial filter with
N ¼ 2 unit cells in the rest of this paper. As the gra-
dient of the signal frequency with respect to the hor-
izontal axis in the observation plane is constant, the
spectral widths of the signals are independent of the
horizontal position of the spatial filter (constant N).
Therefore, the relative spectral width of the signals
decreases with increasing horizontal position in the
observation plane (assuming that Δz ¼ 0). As men-
tioned above, the signal power drops with the image
intensity as the distance to the center of the image
increases. Therefore, a compromise between signal
power and filter selectivity is of relevance when
selecting the two optimum positions for a differential
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Fig. 10. Fringes and speckles overlaid with a vector map that
illustrates the displacement rate (qx) of the fringes as the object
rotates about the y axis with an angular displacement of Δθx1.
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measurement of angular velocity, according to
Eq. (22).

The expected behavior of Eq. (21) can be quantized
in more detail. Three image sequences are obtained
for an object with a radius of R ¼ 4:0mm and ro-
tating at the three calibrated angular velocities.
With the spatial-filter parameters as selected above
(N ¼ 2, Lm ¼ 256×10:6 μm), the spatial filter is
scanned horizontally throughout the images. In
Fig. 11 the signal-frequency measurements are
plotted as the corresponding displacement rate of the
fringes [Δqx=Δt ¼ Λfrf s, Eq. (26)] versus the horizon-
tal position of the spatial filter in the observation
plane. In this way, the phase quadrature between
i1 and i2 gives the direction of the fringe displace-
ment rate. The theoretically obtained curves calcu-
lated from Eq. (21) are plotted as lines in Fig. 11.

Linear regression is applied to the signal-
frequency measurements in Fig. 11 and provides
the statistics listed in Table 1. The parameter c1 is
the first derivative of Eq. (26) with respect to px,
and when adjusted by a factor of Mφ=2 it provides
a differential measurement of the angular velocity
of the object—equivalent to Eq. (22). The correspond-
ing deviations reflect systematic errors, which are
apparent in Fig. 11. The column of −c0=c1 in Table 1
reflects the measured position of the image of the
center of the rotation in the observation plane, as-
suming that the object is stationary along the axial
direction, Δz ¼ 0. The root-mean-square error
(RMSE) indicates the spread of the data points
around the trends provided by linear regression.
The RMSE value is relative to the angular velocity
at px ¼ 1:0mm.

To verify that the fringe patterns move with re-
spect to the angular velocity and not due to the per-
ipheral surface velocity, three image sequences are

recorded with the three objects, having different ra-
dii. All the objects rotate with an angular velocity of
Δθx1=Δt ¼ 1:28 × 10−3 rad=s, and the spatial-filter
parameters are the same as used above, where N ¼
2 and Lm ¼ 256×10:6 μm. In Fig. 12 we have plotted
the difference between the measured angular veloci-
ties and the theoretical angular velocities [Eq. (21)]
in order to see the deviations between the plots for
the three different radii. The best fitted linear re-
gression lines have been plotted as well, and their
parameters and the statistics have been listed in
Table 2.

The finite slopes of the linear regression lines for
the angular velocity plots versus px are listed in the
column Mφc1=2 in Table 2 as angular velocities.
Again, the slopes reflect the deviation between the
measured and the expected values for the angular
velocity, being approximately 1%. A correction to this
value by 1% brings all the lines of linear regression
close to being horizontal lines, separate vertically
due to the individual offsets of the center of rotation
of the three objects. Note that throughout the column
of c0=c�1 in Table 2, the value for c�1 is replaced with
the value of c1 determined for Δθx=Δt ¼ 1:28mrad=s
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Table 1. Fitted Parameters of a Linear Regression Applied to Angular
Velocities Estimated from the Measured Signal Frequencies Plotted in

Fig. 11, Specified as fmeasured
s;x � c0 � c1px

a

Angular Velocity
Δθx=Δt ðmrad=sÞ

−c0=c1
ðμmÞ

Mφc1=2
ðmrad=sÞ

R
square

RMSE (% at
px ¼ 1mm)

1.28 −33:7 1.29 0.9999 0.71
1.89 −31:1 1.93 0.9998 1.15
2.49 −41:0 2.58 0.9999 0.67

aThe RMSE value is relative to the angular velocity
at px ¼ 1:0mm.
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in Table 1. The column lists the image position of the
center of rotation for the three different objects.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

It has been demonstrated theoretically that, by com-
bining speckle photography techniques with speckle
interferometry in order to reveal the absolute phase
of speckles by interference with a local oscillator (the
reference wave), measurements of linear object
movement in 3D can be obtained and conditioned
for spatial-filtering velocimetry. The expectations
are experimentally illustrated in [8], where the
linear object motion in 3D is obtained with full direc-
tionality and, more importantly, any cross talk
between measurements of fringes and speckle
dynamics can be removed completely.

Second, the theoretical work indicates that, by in-
vestigating the dynamics of the optical structures in
the observation plane locally, measurements of both
out-of-plane rotation components can be obtained. In
this work, measurements of angular velocity in the
plane of object and reference beam incidence have
been demonstrated to provide systematic errors
within a few percent, and random errors within 1%.

It was observed experimentally that any effects of
the peripheral motion of the surface on the speckle
motions could be suppressed satisfactorily by let-
ting the focal depth of the imaging system be sub-
stantially larger than the radius of the object
(R2

≪ d2
o). This means that the speckle-decorrelation

length is significantly shorter than any speckle
translation obtained in the work here. In case of
using a different design where the criterion is differ-
ent (e.g., R2

≫ d2
o), the peripheral velocity will be

directly measurable [18].
In case the experimental setup satisfies that

R2
≪ d2

o , the technology cannot distinguish between
measurements obtained from an object surface rotat-
ing with regard to an axis, being parallel with, e.g.,
the y axis but located at either z ¼ R or z ¼ −R. For
the same angular displacement, the fringe move-
ments are indistinguishable in the two cases. How-
ever, in case R2

≫ d2
o, additional information from

the speckle dynamics about the direction of the per-
ipheral velocity could eliminate the ambiguity.

With knowledge of the position (pcr) where the im-
age of the center of rotation of the object is located in
the observation plane, Eq. (25) reveals both the
angular velocity Δθx and Δz (to be measured at

px ¼ pcr) for the corresponding type of rotation. How-
ever, in case the center of object rotation is unknown,
Δz must be determined by other means. The pre-
sence of a second reference beam with a different
angle of incidence could be multiplexed with the ori-
ginal reference beam either in time or in space. In
case the angles of incidence of the primary and sec-
ondary reference beams are −φ and φ, respectively,
the center of rotation will coincide in the measure-
ments from both mixing options for Δz ¼ 0. If
Δz ≠ 0, then Δz will introduce an equivalent magni-
tude of offset in the measurements but with a posi-
tive or negative sign when mixing with one or the
other reference beam. Therefore, the position of
the center of rotation of the object can be found using
the symmetric influence ofΔz ≠ 0, and finally the cor-
rect Δz can be estimated.

In the experiments, the height of the spatial filter
(Lm) is selected in order that the area (N×Λm×Lm) of
the spatial filter always contains at least a few speck-
les. Naturally, the phases of the fringes encapsulated
by the individual speckles are completely uncorre-
lated. Thus, in average, the amplitude of a differen-
tial photocurrent is raised by the square root of the
number of speckles present within the spatial filter.
At the same time the mean light intensity within the
spatial filter is raised by the number of speckles;
however, in principle, this contribution is eliminated
in the differential photocurrent. The ability of the
spatial filter to extract the fringe content from the
image intensity is clearly illustrated in Fig. 9 despite
a poor fringe visibility observed in Fig. 10. More de-
tails on optimizing a measurement of a photocurrent
obtained from a photodetector that is illuminated
with several speckles can be found in [19].

As mentioned earlier in the description of the
spatial filter, a unit cell with three detectors [17]
or pixels can produce the same two photocurrents
as the unit cell suggested for this work. Therefore,
the spatial filters implemented with the CMOS cam-
era could have been a more compact, and, if needed,
the limited bandwidth of the camera could have been
used more efficiently. Accordingly, the speckle size
could be reduced by increasing the radius of the aper-
ture and allowing the system to collect the scattered
light more efficiently.

Measurement of the orthogonal out-of-plane rota-
tion will require a unit cell of similar Λm and orien-
tation as the one used in the experimental work
above. However, the height Lm of the unit cell should
only be a fraction of the image height in order to
avoid a severe spectral broadening of the signal. In-
stead, the number of unit cells can be increased to,
e.g., extend the spatial filter across the entire image.
However, increasing the size (NΛm) of the spatial fil-
ter beyond the speckle-decorrelation length provides
no improvement in selectivity of the spatial filter. To
perform differential measurements of the angular
displacement Δθy or velocity Δθy=Δt, the two spatial
filters should be separated by the distance of dp along
the py axis, instead.

Table 2. Fitted Parameters of a Linear Regression Applied to the
Measured Velocity Data Plotted Specified as fmeasured

s;x − f theoreticals;x �
c0 � c1px

a

Radius of
Curvature R ðmmÞ

−c0=c�1
ðμmÞ

Mφc1=2
ðmrad=sÞ

R
square

RMSE (% at
px ¼ 1mm)

3 −46:2 1:42 × 10−2 0.451 0.92
4 −33:7 1:64 × 10−2 0.635 0.72
5 −41:8 1:81 × 10−2 0.591 0.94

aThe RMSE value is relative to the angular velocity
at px ¼ 1:0mm.
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The possibility of measuring in-plane rotation is
present as well and has been described thoroughly
in [20]. As the object carries out an in-plane rotation
with regard to a point in the object plane, similarly
will the speckles rotate in the observation plane
around a related point in the observation plane.
The challenge will be to design the optimum geome-
try for the optical spatial filter.

The benefit of applying optical spatial-filtering
velocimetry to the field of speckle interferometry is
to obtain real-time measurements without time con-
suming correlation methods. In this work, a camera-
based device has been used, but here merely in order
to simulate the function of an optical spatial filter
and demonstrate the viability of the technique. A
complete implementation of speckle and fringe inter-
pretation by optical spatial-filtering velocimetry is
not within the scope of this work. Reference [8] de-
monstrates measurements of the axial component
Δz with an optical spatial filter, though the proces-
sing of the data is still carried out with frequency
analysis. In order to implement real-time processing,
algorithms such as zero-crossing detection [21], zero-
crossing rate detection [22,23], or phase unwrapping
of two signals in phase quadrature [24] are required.

In conclusion, the proposed technique canmeasure
motion in all 6 degrees of freedom. However, as dis-
cussed in [8], the decorrelation effects of the speckles
will determine the limits and accuracy of the various
combinations of measurements obtained from both
speckles and fringes simultaneously.

This work has been funded partly by OPDI Tech-
nologies A/S.
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